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Alert: Please answer the questions serially

1. If the energy of phonons in a one-dimensional solid is given by the dispersion
of quantum harmonic oscillator, En = h12n E (n+ 112), (n =0,1,2, ... .), find the
specific heat of the solid at a temperature T. What would be the limiting value
of it for kBT » h e 12rr (kBBoltzmann constant, h Planck constant). (7+3)

2. Electrons in an one-dimensional mono-atomic lattice with single orbitals cfJi
at site i form a band. Using linear combination of orbitals as a trial
wave-function in the variational method, find the band dispersion of electrons
in this lattice. Note

< cfJdHI cfJi > = E for all i, < cfJdHI cfJj > = t, where i, j are nearest neighbours and
< cfJdcfJj > =1 if i=j and zero otherwise, H is the Hamiltonian. (6)

Measure all energies from E and
(i)Find the expression for the density of states for this band and plot it. (4+2)
(ii) Find the Fermi Energy if the band is half-filled. (3)
(iii) What is the total magnetic moment of this system of electrons? (3)

3. It was found that in a metal with electron density n, a time-varying EM field
cannot propagate if its frequency W is less than wp. Starting from Drude theory
of electronic transport, assuming WT > > 1, find an expression for wp in terms
of n and electron mass m. (7)

4.(i) For a free electron gas of N electrons in 3 dimension, show that the density
of states D(E) =3N12E (5)
(ii) For a degenerate Fermi gas (i.e., states up to Fermi level ar~ filled and no
gap at the Fermi level), from physical or other arguments, find the value of a, if
the specific heat C at low temperature T is proportional to T a (5)
(iii) Find the gap in energy of nearly free electrons, created by a weak, real
periodic potential, exactly at the 15

[ Brillouin zone boundary. (5)


